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Hellhound 

Introduction 
Hi, this is Frances. This is Wilson.  

Do you ever imagine what will happened after you die? Yes. In both European legend and 

American legend , when the death comes, the nice will go to heaven, oppositely, the guilty will go 

to hell for punishing. There is a creature which is the guard of  the hell but also looks cool and 

fierce, hellhounds. 

We are going to share the very famous legend, it is about dogs, they are called hellhounds. 

Everyone had heard hellhound before, they might do not know the specific story about it, but 

they all know, Hellhound is a scary and bad creature. 

Hellhound
Hellhound is a kind of  supernatural dog in American folklore. The features of  hellhounds in the 

legend include black fur, glowing red - or sometimes yellow - eyes, sometimes three heads, super 



strength or speed, ghostly or phantom characteristics, foul odor, and sometimes even the ability to 

talk.   1

Hellhounds, also known as “Bearers of  Death,” are typically described as hellish, supernatural 

dark dogs. They are considered to be the guardians of  the entrance to the world of  the dead. 

They also look for lost souls and protect “supernatural treasures.”  According to the legend, 2

people will die after staring at hellhounds. Sometimes it is said to be once; other times it requires 

three sightings for the curse to take effect and kill the victim.   3

Legends 

One of  the most well-known depictions of  the Hellhound is Cerberus. It is a hellhounds with the 

three-heads and a serpent tail which prevent the dead from escaping the world of  death. Each 

head has its own representative and sees a different time: past, present, and future.  4

The first legend about Cerberus, as it is told in a very old legend about the existence of  a three 

headed dog which guards the entrance for Hades, a misty and gloomy underworld in which 

spirits of  the dead are permitted to enter but none are allowed to leave. The name Cerberus 
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comes from the Greek "Kerberos" meaning “spotted”. Cerberus was a monstrous three-headed 

dog, or "hellhound" with a serpent's tail, a mane of  snakes, and a lion's claws. His three heads 

were thought to represent the past, the present, and the future while other sources suggest they 

were symbolic of  birth, youth, and old age. The most potent ability of  Cerberus was his look, 

which was so dreadful that anyone who looked upon him was immediately turned into stone. It 

was said that Cerberus had razor sharp teeth and a poisonous bite.  5

There is other legend about Cerberus. People called them, the monster dogs. The dog isn't 

always man's best friend. There have been monstrous dogs in folklore since the Ancient Greek. 

Cerberus, the three headed guardian of  the underworld, should probably be given the role of  de 

facto pack leader, but other notable canine creatures abound. In both Egyptian and Eskimo 

cultures dogs were believed to be guides to the afterlife. The Greek goddess of  the hunt, Diana, 

was though to ride with spectral hounds who would locate lost souls. And generally the Greeks 

thought dogs could foresee evil.  The broadest range of  hellhound tales come from Great 6

Britain, and frequently over the last thousand years there have been tales of  packs of  ghost 

hounds roaming the countryside. These hounds foretell death or disaster. To avoid spotting them, 

a person should drop facedown onto the ground when they hear the dogs coming. The most 

feared of  these is a black spectral dog called the Barghest, and is considered to be a harbinger of  

death. 
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Because those legends about hellhounds, that make most people are considered hellhounds as a 

bad and evil creature because of  the scary and fierce appearance, but actually they're really 

helpful. The supernatural dog was said to warn people of  danger and protect them when they 

needed it. Although hellhounds are the guardians of  the hell, they are still dogs. The dog is often 

very loyal to those who call upon one and is said to be very watchful. While the creatures are 

often known as evil, they are not as evil as one would suggest. They also can show up to said 

loved ones and sort of  inform them or a loved ones passing.  7

True event 

One of  the phenomenons interesting to us at night watch paranormal is the black dog or 

hellhound phenomenon. They are often referred to as spectral canines as well. Black dogs center 

around the U.K. although there have been sightings across the pond in the U.S. and throughout 

Latin America. They are not easy to mistake as a normal pet as they often appear larger than a 

normal dog with red eyes, and the teeth are much larger than any dog's teeth. There is a sulfuric 

scent often noted during one's encounter with the black dogs. Occasionally, the dog is headless 

but is heard to howl eerily.  Black dogs are often sighted in graveyards, and gallows sites, as well 8

as roads and bridges. 
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For example. Hellhound legends date back to ancient times and sightings and attacks have been 

reported throughout history. In 1577, according to one particularly poetic account, a snarling 

beast broke into a church, rampaged through the congregation and bit the necks of  two people - 

who promptly dropped dead. Again, it targeted worshippers - bursting though the doors of  Holy 

Trinity Church before killing a man and boy and causing the steeple to collapse.The beast left 

scorch marks on the church door, according to legend. Photographer and researcher Nick Stone 

is mapping similar stories and has so far collected between 400 and 500 accounts.  9
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